Speaker Cable Types
Purist offers cables to fit any speaker configuration. The
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Vertical Bi-Wire Speaker

Cables describe a number of possibilities when it comes to speaker configurations, and Purist is able to custom
build many more.
Purist crafts all speaker cables of the highest quality materials, such as copper, silver, and gold. We then
combine these high quality materials with our custom Cyromag© and Ferox© treatment for unparreled
shielding and the highest quality sound.

A Solid Standard
The standard speaker cable suits most needs.
In a standard setup, the cables run from the back of the amplifier, with one running to each speaker. Many of
our standard speaker cables will possess two leads on either end. One lead goes to the positive binding post, and
the other goes to the negative binding post. Speaker cables such as our 25th Anniversary, or Dominus lines are
crafted as a separate positve cable and a separate negative cable per channel. That is, these lines ship with four
cables instead of two.
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Bi-Wire Speaker Cables
The Purist bi-wire speaker cable is for a different setup than the standard cable. In this setup, the speaker has
additional binding posts. The benefit of this division means that the highs and lows of the sound may be handled
individually.
To allow these additional drivers to connect to the amplifier, the Purist bi-wire possesses additional leads. One
of the things that sets Purist apart from our competition is that when we craft a bi-wire speaker, we double, not
split, the conductors. In other words, you’re getting more, not less.
Speaker cables such as our 25th Anniversary or Dominus lines are crafted as a separate positve cable and a
separate negative cable per channel. That is, these lines ship with four cables instead of two.
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Vertical Bi-Wire Speaker Cables
The Purist vertical bi-wire is for a setup that includes additional binding posts on the speakers, as well as at least
two matching stereo amplifiers. The benefit of this division means that the highs and lows of the sound may be
handled individually. In addition, this setup permits finer control than the standard bi-wire.
To allow the additional drivers to connect to the additional amplifiers, the Purist vertical bi-wire possesses four
leads. When we craft a vertical bi-wire, we double the connectors, not split them.
Speaker cables such as our 25th Anniversary or Dominus lines are crafted as a separate positve cable and a
separate negative cable per channel. That is, these lines ship with four cables instead of two.
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